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Pond Information

 The City of Red Wing has 75 Stormwater ponds

 We maintain approximately 60

 Ponds are on an inspection and survey schedule, our MS4 permit requires us 

to inspect 20% annually

 Once a pond shows over 20% infill, we monitor and make a plan to clean 

out the pond



Time of year to Inspect and Survey:

 Pond inspections can be done throughout the year

 Dry Ponds are surveyed spring-fall 

 Wet Ponds are surveyed during the winter, when the ponds have a layer of 

thick ice



General Pond Inspection

 Cartegraph

 Inspection form

-Rating system

-Based on the inspection, a percentage is calculated and if/when the 

percentage falls below 70% a maintenance plan is made.

 Pictures

 Observations/notes



What we look for:

 Debris/trash?

 How do the outlet structures look?

 Cleanliness of the pond (sheen? Odor? color?)

 Overall Operation (Is the pond doing its job?)

 Is there erosion? If so, where? 

 Vegetation control (unwanted Trees/shrubs, how big?)

 Any observations that may be important



Signs of trouble:

 Infill is above 50%

 Large areas of erosion that affect the structure

 Large unwanted vegetation taking over 

 Emergency Spillway is full of sediment

 Outlet structures are clogged or damaged

 Pictures are taken to document issues so our maintenance crews know 

what to focus on.



Example of Inspection form:



What a survey looks like:



Pond Survey Video

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iYCjYApXao

 Equipment:

-Measuring rod

-Ice auger

-Spray paint

-Picture of pond

-clipboard

-pen

-GPS survey equipment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iYCjYApXao


What if…

 If there is a sediment holding problem, we know the pond is over its 

capacity and plan to dredge the pond.

 If there is a structural failure, we would make a plan to rebuild the pond. 

-We are able to catch a problem early by inspections and maintenance.

 If a new development comes into the area near one of the ponds, then the 

inspection frequency would increase.

 Construction project near a pond? We monitor and if changes to the pond 

are made or capacity is changed, we discuss cleaning out the pond or 

rebuilding it completely.



Questions?

 Contact information:

 Madison Erie | Field and Lab Technician

 1020 East 5th Street | Red Wing, MN 55066

 Office: 651.385.5144 | Cell: 651-212-0931 | Fax: 651-385-7948

 Email: Madison.erie@ci.red-wing.mn.us

 Kelsey Van Deusen | Environmental Services Manager

 1020 East 5th Street | Red Wing, MN 55066

 Office: 651.385.5143 | Cell: 651-380-1038 | Fax: 651-385-7948

 Email: kelsey.van.deusen@ci.red-wing.mn.us
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